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LOEWNER’S DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION AND SPIDERNETS
SEBASTIAN SCHLEIßINGER
Abstract. We regard a certain type of Loewner’s differential equation from a quantum probability
point of view and approximate the underlying quantum process by the adjacency matrices of growing
graphs which arise from the comb product of certain spidernets.
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1. Introduction
The Loewner equation
(1.1)
∂gt(z)
∂t
=
1
gt(z)− U(t) , g0(z) = z ∈ C
+ := {z ∈ C | Im(z) > 0},
where U : [0,∞)→ R is continuous, is usually interpreted as describing a family (gt)t≥0 of conformal
mappings gt : C+ \Kt → C+, where (Kt)t≥0 is a family of growing, bounded subsets Kt ⊂ C+, also
called hulls.
The most important example is the Schramm-Loewner evolution SLE(κ), which is defined via (1.1)
with U(t) =
√
κ/2Bt, where Bt is a standard Brownian motion and κ ≥ 0.
A more general version for the growth of bounded hulls (Kt)t≥0 via conformal mappings
gt : C+ \Kt → C+ is given by the Loewner equation
(1.2)
∂gt(z)
∂t
=
∫
R
νt(du)
gt(z)− u for a.e. t ≥ 0, g0(z) = z ∈ C
+,
where (νt)t≥0 is a family of probability measures having some additional regularity properties.
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Besides this analytic-geometric view, we might regard equation (1.2) also as an evolution equation
for a family (µt)t≥0 of probability measures on R defined via
1
g−1t (z)
=
∫
R
1
z − uµt(du).
This interpretation is justified by quantum probability theory: Such families (µt)t≥0 arise as the dis-
tributions of certain quantum processes (Xt)t≥0 with monotonically independent increments. Here,
a quantum process is simply a family of self-adjoint linear operators on a fixed Hilbert space. For
the notions “distribution of Xt” and “monotone independence”, we refer to Section 3.
For U(t) ≡ 0, the mappings gt from (1.1) are given as gt(z) =
√
z2 + 2t and Kt is the straight line
segment between 0 and
√
2ti. The corresponding measure µt is an arcsine distribution with mean 0
and variance t. In this case, the associated process (Xt) is called a monotone Brownian motion.
We thus have the following different viewpoints on the dynamics of the Loewner equation with
U(t) ≡ 0:
Conformal mappings Growing sets Distributions µt Quantum process (Xt)
(89)
(89)
gt(z) =
√
z2 + 2t Kt = [0,
√
2ti] dx
pi
√
2t−x2 , x ∈ (−
√
2t,
√
2t) monotone Brownian motion (
8
9)
(89)
While the correspondence between the conformal mappings, the growing sets, and the distributions
is derived from simple calculations, the construction of a monotone Brownian motion is rather non-
trivial.
(1) Muraki constructed a monotone Brownian motion on a certain Fock space in [Mur97] (before
he introduced the notion of monotone independence around the year 2000).
Just as a classical Brownian motion can be approximated by a random walk, one can construct a
sequence of growing graphs, a “monotone quantum random walk”, which approximates a monotone
Brownian motion:
(2) In [AGO04, Theorem 5.1], the authors construct a sequence of undirected graphs G1, G2, ...,
whose adjacency matrices A1, A2, ... can be interpreted as a discrete approximation of a mono-
tone Brownian motion. The graph Gn−1 is a subgraph of Gn, and An can be regarded as
self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert space l2(Vn), where Vn denotes the vertex set of Gn.
Thus, the growing graph (Gn)n∈N can be thought of as a “monotone quantum random walk”,
and the moments of An (scaled in a suitable way) converge to the moments of a monotone
Brownian motion.
It is natural to ask whether the constructions (1) and (2) can be extended to more general processes.
The construction of quantum processes with monotonically independent increments associated to
(1.2) has been established in the recent works [Jek17, Theorem 6.8] and [FHS18, Theorem 1.14].
Both works regard even more general settings.
In this paper we are concerned with (2). O. Bauer already noted in [Bau03, Section A] that a dis-
crete Löwner evolution can be thought of as a monotone quantum random walk. Our main results
explicitly describe theses random walks based on the construction from [AGO04].
Outline of this work:
In Section 2 we recall some facts about Loewner’s differential equation and we explain its relation
to monotone probability theory in Section 3.
In Section 4 we recall the comb product of graphs and look at certain spidernets.
In Section 5 we then find discrete approximations as in (2) via comb products of those spidernets
for equation (1.1) with continuous non-negative driving functions (Theorem 5.1) and for equation
(2.2) with measures νt with supp νt ⊂ [0,M ] for some M > 0 (Theorem 5.3).
2
2. Loewner’s differential equation
2.1. The slit Loewner equation.
The slit Loewner equation is given by
(2.1)
∂gt(z)
∂t
=
1
gt(z)− U(t) , g0(z) = z ∈ C
+ = {z ∈ C | Im(z) > 0},
with a continuous driving function U : [0,∞)→ R.
The solution yields a family (gt)t≥0 of conformal mappings gt : C+\Kt → C+ with a strictly growing
family (Kt)t≥0 of bounded sets, i.e. Ks ( Kt whenever 0 ≤ s < t. The initial condition implies
K0 = ∅.
Let ft = g−1t . The family (ft)t≥0 is also called a decreasing Loewner chain. From (2.1) it follows
that (ft) satisfies the following partial differential equation:
(2.2)
∂
∂t
ft(z) = − ∂
∂z
ft(z) · 1
z − U(t) , f0(z) = z ∈ C
+.
Each ft has hydrodynamic normalization. More precisely,
(2.3) ft(z) = z − t
z
+ O(|z|−1)
as |z| → ∞ in the sense of a non-tangential limit.
Figure 1. The mappings gt and ft.
Example 2.1. For U(t) ≡ u ∈ R, we obtain
gt(z) =
√
(z − u)2 + 2t+ u and ft(z) =
√
(z − u)2 − 2t+ u,
where the square roots are chosen such that the functions map into the upper half-plane C+. We
have Kt = [u, u+
√
2ti], i.e. we describe the growth of a straight line starting at u. F
Remark 2.2. Assume that Kt is a slit, i.e. Kt = γ(0, t] for a simple curve γ as in the previous
example. Then U is continuous and gt can be extended continuously to the tip γ(t) of the slit Kt
and we have U(t) = gt(γ(t)), see [Law05, Lemma 4.2].
Not every continuous U generates slits. However, if U is sufficiently smooth, then Kt is a slit, see
[LMR10, Lin05, MR05]. F
The celebrated Schramm-Loewner evolution can be defined as follows:
Let κ ≥ 0. Then SLE(κ) is defined as the random family (Kt)t≥0 obtained by (2.1) with U(t) =√
κ/2Bt, where Bt is a standard Brownian motion. Fix some T > 0. Then the random hull KT is
a slit almost surely if and only if κ ∈ [0, 4].
The corresponding random growth process (Kt)t≥0 was shown to be the scaling limit of random
curves from different statistical models. For SLE and the slit Loewner equation, we refer the inter-
ested reader to the book [Law05].
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2.2. A more general Loewner equation for bounded hulls. Now we consider a more general
version of equation (2.2).
Definition 2.3. Let (νt)t≥0 be a family of probability measures on R such that t 7→ H(t, z) :=∫
R
νt(du)
z−u is measurable for every z ∈ C+, and assume that there exists M > 0 such that supp νt ⊂
[−M,M ] for all t ≥ 0. We call the function H(t, z) a Herglotz vector field and we denote the set of
all such Herglotz vector fields by HM .
Definition 2.4. A decreasing Loewner chain on C+ is a family (ft)t≥0 of univalent mappings ft :
C+ → C+ such that f0 is the identity, ft(C+) ⊂ fs(C+) whenever 0 ≤ s ≤ t, and t 7→ ft is continuous
with respect to locally uniform convergence.
Let H ∈ HM and consider the Loewner equation
(2.4)
∂
∂t
ft(z) = − ∂
∂z
ft(z) ·H(t, z) for a.e. t ≥ 0, f0(z) = z ∈ C+.
Theorem 2.5. There exists a unique solution (ft)t≥0 of equation (2.4), which is a decreasing Loewner
chain with normalization (2.3). Furthermore, each ft maps C+ conformally onto C+ \ Kt for a
bounded set Kt ⊂ C+.
There exists a bound C(t,M) > 0 such that supz∈Kt |z| < C(t,M).
Proof. The first statement follows from [GB92, Theorem 4], see also [FHS18, Section 3].
Furthermore, the condition supp νt ⊂ [−M,M ] can be used to show that there is a bound A(t,M) >
0 such that every ft extends conformally onto I(t,M) := R\ [−A(t,M), A(t,M)] with ft(I(t,M)) ⊂
R, see, e.g., [Jek17, Theorem 5.11].
This implies that there exists a bound C(t,M) > 0 such that supz∈Kt |z| < C(t,M), see [Law05,
Inequality (3.14) on p.74].

The following convergence result is standard in Loewner theory, see e.g. [GHKK14, Lemma 4.12]
for a slightly different setting.
Lemma 2.6. Fix T > 0. For every n ∈ N, let Hn(t, z) ∈ HM . Assume that there exists H(t, z) ∈
HM such that ∫ t
0
Hn(s, z)ds→
∫ t
0
H(s, z)ds
for every t ∈ [0, T ] locally uniformly in C+ as n→∞.
Let fn,t and ft be the solutions to (2.4) for the Herglotz vector fields Hn(t, z) and H(t, z) respectively.
Then fn,t → ft for every t ∈ [0, T ] locally uniformly in C+.
Proof. It is easy to see that the set {∫R ν(du)z−u | ν is a prob. measure with supp ν ⊂ [−M,M ]} is a
normal family. Thus, if G ∈ HM and K ⊂ C+ is a compact set, then there exists L(K) > 0 such
that |G(t, z)−G(t, w)| ≤ L(K)|z − w| for all z, w ∈ K and all t ∈ [0, T ].
We now look at gn,t := f−1n,t , gt := f
−1
t . These functions satisfy (1.2) and we have
gn,t(z) = z +
∫ t
0
Hn(s, gn,s(z))ds, gt(z) = z +
∫ t
0
H(s, gs(z))ds.
Now let K ⊂ C+ be a compact set on which all gn,t and gt are defined. The set {gn,t | t ∈ [0, T ], n ∈
N}∪{gt | t ∈ [0, T ]} is also a normal family due to Theorem 2.5. Hence there exists a second compact
set K ′ ⊂ C+, K ⊂ K ′, such that gn,t(z), gt(z) ∈ K ′ for all z ∈ K, n ∈ N, and t ∈ [0, T ].
We know that
∫ t
0 Hn(s, z)ds converges uniformly on K
′ to
∫ t
0 H(s, z)ds for all t ∈ [0, T ]. Now fix
t ∈ [0, T ]. For z ∈ K we have
|gn,t(z)− gt(z)| ≤
∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
Hn(s, gn,s(z))−Hn(s, gs(z))ds
∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
Hn(s, gs(z))−H(s, gs(z))ds
∣∣∣∣ ≤
L(K ′)
∫ t
0
|gn,s(z)− gs(z)|ds+ εn,
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for a sequence (εn)n converging to 0. Gronwall’s lemma implies that gn,t → gt uniformly on K.
Hence also fn,t → ft locally uniformly in C+. 
We can now prove the following result, which will reduce our problem of constructing graphs for
equation (2.4) to equation (2.2).
Lemma 2.7. Let H(t, z) =
∫
R
νt(du)
z−u ∈ HM and let (ft)t≥0 be the corresponding solution to (2.4).
Furthermore, assume that supp νt ⊂ [0,M ] for all t ≥ 0.
Fix T > 0. Then there exists a sequence Un : [0, T ] → [0,M ] of continuous non-negative driving
functions such that the corresponding solutions (fn,t)t≥0 to (2.2) converge locally uniformly to ft for
every t ∈ [0, T ] as n→∞.
Proof. Step 1: Assume that H(t, z) = 1z−U(t) for a piecewise continuous and non-negative driving
function U . Then we can clearly approximate H(t, z) by a sequence Hn(t, z) = 1z−Un(t) with contin-
uous non-negative driving functions Un : [0, T ]→ [0,M ] in the sense of Lemma 2.6.
Step 2: Next we consider the multi-slit equation, i.e. H(t, z) =
∑N
k=1
λk(t)
z−Vk(t) , where λ1, ..., λN :
[0, T ]→ [0, 1] are continuous weight functions with ∑Nk=1 λk(t) = 1 for all t ∈ [0, T ], and all driving
functions V1, ..., VN : [0, T ]→ [0,M ] are continuous.
This Herglotz vector field can be approximated by a single-slit equation with a piecewise continuous
non-negative driving function. We choose m ∈ N and divide the interval [0, T ] into m intervals
I1 := [0,
T
m ], I2 := (
T
m ,
T
m +
1
m ], ..., Im := (T − 1m , T ]. We define the driving function Um on I1 as
follows:
Um(t) = V1(t) on [0, T/m · λ1 (T/m)] ,
Um(t) = V2(t) on (T/m · λ1(T/m), T/m · (λ1(T/m) + λ2(T/m))] , ...,
Um(t) = VN (t) on (T/m · (λ1(T/m) + ...+ λN−1(T/m)), T/m] .
We now repeat this construction for I2,...,Im.
DefineHm(t, z) = 1z−Um(t) . ThenHm(t, z) approximatesH(t, z) in the sense of Lemma 2.6. Together
with step 1, we see that this multi-slit equation can be approximated by continuous non-negative
driving functions.
Step 3: Next we consider H(t, z) =
∑N
k=1
λk(t)
z−Vk(t) , where λ1, ..., λN : [0, T ] → [0, 1] are measurable
weight functions with
∑N
k=1 λk(t) = 1 for all t ∈ [0, T ], and all driving functions V1, ..., VN : [0, T ]→
[0,M ] are continuous.
For m ∈ N, we let Hm(t, z) =
∑N
k=1
λk,m(t)
z−Vk(t) , where each λk,m : [0, T ] → [0, 1] is continuous,∑N
k=1 λk,m(t) = 1 for all t ∈ [0, T ] and all m ∈ N, and λk,m → λk in the L1-norm as m → ∞.
Then Hm(t, z) approximates H(t, z) in the sense of Lemma 2.6 as m→∞.
Step 4: Finally, assume that H(t, z) =
∫
R
νt(du)
z−u ∈ HM is a general Herglotz vector field. Divide
[0,M ] into m ∈ N intervals: I1,m = [0,M/m], I2,m = (M/m, 2M/m], ..., Im,m = ((m − 1)M/m,M ].
For k = 1, ...,m, define λk,m(t) = νt(Ik,m) and let Vk,m(t) be the midpoint of Ik,m for all t ∈ [0, T ].
Each λk,m is measurable, which follows from the Stieltjes-Perron inversion formula and the fact
that t 7→ H(t, z) is measurable. The Herglotz vector field Hm(t, z) =
∑m
k=1
λk,m(t)
z−Vk,m(t) approximates
H(t, z) in the sense of Lemma 2.6 as m→∞. 
2.3. Probabilistic interpretation of Loewner’s equation. While the geometric interpretation
of Loewner’s equation focuses on the growing sets (Kt)t≥0 (or the mappings (ft)t≥0), we now switch
to a probabilistic point of view, which regards a family (µt)t≥0 of probability measures on R instead.
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Let µ be a probability measure on R. The F -transform Fµ of µ is defined as the multiplicative
inverse of the Cauchy transform of µ, i.e. as the mapping
F : C+ → C+, Fµ(z) :=
(∫
R
1
z − u µ(du)
)−1
.
The measure µ can be recovered from F via the Stieltjes-Perron inversion formula. We have the
following simple characterization.
Lemma 2.8.
(a) A holomorphic function F : C+ → C is the F -transform of a probability measure µ on R if
and only if F (C+) ⊆ C+ and F ′(∞) = 1 (as a nontangential derivative).
Furthermore, µ has mean 0 and variance σ2 if and only if
Fµ(z) = z − σ
2
z
+ O(|z|−1)
as |z| → ∞ in the sense of a non-tangential limit.
(b) Let µ, µn, with n ∈ N, be probability measures on R. Then µn → µ with respect to weak
convergence if and only if Fµn → Fµ locally uniformly on C+.
Proof. The first statement in (a) follows from the Nevanlinna representation formula and [Maa92,
Prop. 2.1] and the second statement follows from [Maa92, Prop. 2.2]. Statement (b) follows from
[Maa92, Theorem 2.5]. 
We can now reformulate Theorem 2.5 in the following way.
Theorem 2.9. Let H ∈ HM . Then there exists a unique family (µt)t≥0 of probability measures such
that (ft := Fµt)t≥0 solves (2.4). Furthermore, each µt has compact support, mean 0, and variance t.
There exists a bound C(t,M) > 0 such that suppµt ⊂ [−C(t,M), C(t,M)].
Proof. The first statement follows from combining Lemma 2.8 (a) and Theorem 2.5, see [Sch17,
Theorem 3.6]. The compactness of suppµt and the existence of the uniform bound follow from
Theorem 2.5 and the Stieltjes-Perron inversion formula. A proof can also be found in [Jek17,
Theorem 5.11]. 
Remark 2.10. Consider the more general Loewner equation
(2.5)
∂
∂t
ft(z) = − ∂
∂z
ft(z) ·M(z, t) for a.e. t ≥ 0, f0(z) = z ∈ C+,
where, for a.e. t ≥ 0, M(·, t) has the form
M(z, t) = at +
∫
R
1 + xz
x− z τt(dx),
with at ∈ R and τt is a finite, non-negative Borel measure on R. Furthermore, (z, t) 7→M(z, t) needs
to satisfy certain regularity conditions.
Again, the solution (ft) is a family of univalent mappings ft : C+ → C+ with ft(C+) ⊆ fs(C+) for
all 0 ≤ s ≤ t and each ft is the F -transform of a probability measure on R.
The following embedding result is proved in [FHS18, Theorem 1.16]: If Fµ is univalent, then there
exists T ≥ 0 and a function M(z, t) of the above form such that the solution (ft) of (2.5) satisfies
fT = Fµ. F
Example 2.11. The arcsine distribution µArc,t with mean 0 and variance t is given by the density
dx
pi
√
2t− x2 , x ∈ (−
√
2t,
√
2t).
We have FµArc,t(z) =
√
z2 − 2t, which are the mappings from Example 2.1 for u = 0. F
The following simple scaling relation will be useful later on.
Lemma 2.12. Let c, d > 0 and let ft = Fµt be the solution to (2.2) with a piecewise continuous
driving function U(t). Consider the scaled measures νt(B) = µd·t(c · B). Let ht = Fνt. Then ht
solves
∂
∂t
ht(z) =
∂
∂z
ht(z) · d/c
2
ht(z)− U(d · t)/c.
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Proof. We have
ht(z) =
(∫
R
1
z − uµd·t(c · du)
)−1
=
(∫
R
1
z − u/cµd·t(du)
)−1
=
(∫
R
c
cz − uµd·t(du)
)−1
= fdt(cz)/c.
Then (2.2) leads to
∂
∂t
ht(z) =
d
c
∂
∂t
fdt(cz) =
d
c
∂
∂z
fdt(cz) · 1
fdt(cz)− U(d · t) =
∂
∂z
ht(z) · d/c
2
ht(z)− U(d · t)/c.

The reason why it makes sense to consider Loewner’s differential equation in this way is given by
monotone probability theory, more precisely, by monotone increment processes.
3. Monotone increment processes
Let H be a Hilbert space and denote by B(H) the space of all bounded linear operators on H. In
quantum probability theory, elements of B(H) are regarded as non-commutative random variables
in the following way.
Fix a unit vector ξ ∈ H. Then we can define a so called state Φ as the C-linear mapping
Φ : B(H)→ C, Φ(X) = 〈ξ,Xξ〉.
Motivated by quantum mechanics, we can think of Φ(a) as the expectation of the quantum random
variable a ∈ B(H).
Definition 3.1. We call (H, ξ) a quantum probability space.
A self-adjoint element a ∈ B(H) is called a quantum random variable. There exists a unique
probability measure µ on R such that the moments of µ are given by Φ(an), i.e.
∫
R x
nµ(dx) = Φ(an)
for all n ∈ N. We call µ the distribution of a.
The notion of independence is of vital importance for classical probability theory. In a certain sense,
there are only five suitable notions of independence in the non-commutative setting: tensor, Boolean,
free, monotone and anti-monotone independence; see [Mur03].
In all five cases, independence of two elements a, b ∈ B(H) is expressed algebraically by computation
rules for mixed moments. We consider monotone independence, introduced by N. Muraki ([Mur00],
[Mur01]).
Definition 3.2. Let X1, ..., XN ∈ B(H) be self-adjoint random variables in the quantum probability
space (H, ξ). The tuple (X1, X2, ..., XN ) is called monotonically independent if
Φ(Xp1i1 . . . X
pk
ik
. . . Xpmim ) = Φ(X
pk
ik
) · Φ(Xp1i1 . . . X
pk−1
ik−1 X
pk+1
ik+1
. . . Xpmim )
for all m ∈ N, p1, ..., pm ∈ N0, whenever ik−1 < ik > ik+1 (one of the inequalities is eliminated when
k = 1 or k = m).
Remark 3.3. We note that sometimes, e.g. in [Mur00], [Mur01], a stronger condition is imposed
in the definition of monotone independence. As noted in [Fra09, Remark 3.2 (c)], both definitions
coincide if ξ is cyclic with respect to X1, ..., XN . F
Assume that (X,Y ) is a pair of monotonically independent self-adjoint random variables. If α and
β are the distributions of X and Y respectively, then it can be shown that the distribution γ of
Z = X + Y can be computed by
Fγ = Fα ◦ Fβ,
see, e.g., [Fra09, Theorem 3.10]. This relation defines the additive monotone convolution αBβ := γ.
Remark 3.4 (Literature). For quantum probability theory (including its important relations to ran-
dom matrices), we refer the reader to introductions such as [Att, DNV92, Mey93, MS17].
The five notions lead to central limit theorems, the investigation of quantum stochastic processes
with independent increments, and to quantum stochastic differential equations. The latter topics
are treated in detail in the books [ABKL05, BFGKT06].
Finally, we also refer to [Oba17], where the author shows how quantum probability theory can be ap-
plied to the spectral analysis of graphs. The different notions of independence appear in connection
with certain products for graphs. F
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We now explain the relation of monotone independence to the Loewner equation. Let (ft)t≥0 be the
solution to (2.2) and let 0 ≤ s ≤ t. Then ft = fs ◦ fs,t for some univalent function fs,t : C+ → C+,
as the image domains ft(C+) are decreasing.
As f0 is the identity, we have ft = f0,t. We can apply Lemma 2.8 to see that we can write fs,t = Fµs,t
for a probability measure µs,t on R. Hence, we have
(3.1) µ0,t = µ0,s B µs,t,
which suggests that there might be an underlying family (Xt)t≥0 of self-adjoint operators such that
X0 = 0, Xs and Xt−Xs are independent for s ≤ t, and µs,t is the distribution of Xt−Xs. Equation
(3.1) would then follow from
Xt = Xs + (Xt −Xs).
This leads us to the following definition.
Definition 3.5. Let (H, ξ) be a quantum probability space and (Xt)t≥0 a family of bounded self-
adjoint operators on H with X0 = 0. We call (Xt) a self-adjoint operator-valued additive monotone
increment process (SAMIP) if the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) For every s ≥ 0, the mapping t 7→ µs,t is continuous w.r.t. weak convergence, where µs,t
denotes the distribution of Xt −Xs.
(b) The tuples
(Xt1 , Xt2 −Xt1 , . . . , Xtn −Xtn−1)
are monotonically independent for all n ∈ N and all t1, . . . , tn ∈ R s.t. 0 ≤ t1 ≤ t2 ≤ · · · ≤ tn.
We also write µt instead of µ0,t for the distribution of Xt.
Example 3.6 (Monotone Brownian motion). Recall the arcsine distribution µArc,t with mean 0
and variance t from Example 2.11. The normalized distribution µArc,1 is the monotone analogue of
the normal distribution from classical probability, as it is the limit distribution in the central limit
theorem of monotone probability theory, see [Mur00, Theorem 2].
A SAMIP (Xt) with distributions µt = µArc,t is thus called a monotone Brownian motion. We have
FµArc,t(z) =
√
z2 − 2t. These mappings simply describe the growth of a straight line starting at 0,
see Example 2.1. In [Mur97], Muraki constructed a monotone Brownian motion on a certain Fock
space. F
The following result follows from [Jek17, Theorem 6.8] or [FHS18, Theorem 1.14].
Theorem 3.7. Let H ∈ HM and let (ft)t≥0 be the solution to (2.4). Write ft = fs ◦ fs,t and define
µs,t by fs,t = Fµs,t . Then there exists a SAMIP (Xt)t≥0 on a quantum probability space (H, ξ) such
that the distribution of Xt −Xs is given by µs,t.
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4. Spidernets and comb products
We now follow the work [AGO04] and modify its main result (Theorem 5.1), which can be inter-
preted as a discrete approximation of a monotone Brownian motion, a “monotone quantum random
walk”, via adjacency matrices of certain graphs.
Let V be a vertex set, finite or countable infinite, with a distinguished vertex o ∈ V .
Let A : V × V → {0, 1} be a symmetric matrix with Axx = 0 for all x ∈ V .
We can interpret A as the adjacency matrix of an undirected (loop-free) graph with vertex set V ,
where Axy = 1 if and only if x ∼ y, i.e. x and y are connected by an edge.
Definition 4.1. We define a (rooted) graph as such a triple G = (V,A, o).
For x ∈ V , the degree deg(x) of x is defined as ∑y∈V Axy. The degree of the graph is defined as
deg(G) := deg(A) := supx∈V deg(x).
If deg(A) < ∞, then A can be regarded as a bounded self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert space
l2(V ), see [MW89, Theorem 3.1]. The distinguished vertex o ∈ V enables us to regard A as a
quantum random variable on the quantum probability space (l2(V ), δo), where δo ∈ l2(V ) with
(δo)(o) = 1, (δo)(x) = 0 for x 6= o.
Example 4.2. Let V = Z with Ajk = 1 if and only if |j − k| = 1 and 0 otherwise. Choose o = 0.
Then the distribution of A within the probability space (l2(Z), δ0) is given by the arcsine distribution
with mean 0 and variance 2, see [AGO04, Section 6.1]. F
Let G1 = (V1, A1, o1), G2 = (V2, A2, o2) be two graphs. Then the comb product G1 B G2 =
(V3, A
3, o3) (with respect to o2) is defined as the graph with vertices V3 = V1 × V2, distinguished
vertex o3 = (o1, o2), and
(4.1) A3(xx′)(yy′) = A
1
xx′δyo2δy′o2 + δxx′A
2
yy′ .
Here we use the symbol δxy = 1 if x = y, δxy = 0 if x 6= y. It can be verified that (x, y) ∼ (x′, y′) if
and only if
— x ∼ x′, x 6= x′ and y = y′ = o2, or
— x = x′, y = y′ = o2, and x ∼ x or o2 ∼ o2, or
— x = x′ and y ∼ y′, (y, y′) 6= (o2, o2).
Figure 2. The comb product of two graphs.
If deg(G1),deg(G2) <∞, then the adjacency matrix A3 of G1 BG2 acts on l2(V1 × V2) ' l2(V1)⊗
l2(V2).
The following lemma is a slightly more general version of [AGO04, Theorem 3.1]. Its proof follows
from definition (4.1) and by induction.
Lemma 4.3. Let G1 = (V1, A1, o1), ..., Gn = (Vn, An, on) be graphs. Denote by Ik the identity on
l2(Vk) and by P k the projection from l2(Vk) onto the subspace spanned by δok , i.e. (P
k(ψ))(y) =
δyokψ(ok). Denote by B the adjacency matrix of the graph G1 BG2 B ...BGn. Then
(4.2) B =
n∑
j=1
I1 ⊗ ...⊗ Ij−1 ⊗Aj ⊗ P j+1 ⊗ ...⊗ Pn.
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Assume that sup{deg(v) | v ∈ Vj} < ∞ for all j = 1, ..., n. Then the adjacency matrix B can be
regarded as a quantum random variable in (l2(V1× ...×Vn), δo1⊗ ...⊗ δon). By [AGO04, Proposition
4.1], the random variables (I1⊗...⊗Ij−1⊗Aj⊗P j+1⊗...⊗Pn)j∈(1,...,n) are monotonically independent.
Thus the distribution of B is given by the monotone convolution of the distributions of the summands
in (4.2). Furthermore, it is easy to see that the moments of I1 ⊗ ... ⊗ Ij−1 ⊗ Aj ⊗ P j+1 ⊗ ... ⊗ Pn
with respect to (l2(V1 × ...× Vn), δo1 ⊗ ...⊗ δon) agree with the moments of Aj within (l2(Vj), δoj ).
Thus we obtain:
Lemma 4.4. Assume that sup{deg(v) | v ∈ Vj} <∞ for all j = 1, ..., n. Then the random variables
(I1 ⊗ ... ⊗ Ij−1 ⊗ Aj ⊗ P j+1 ⊗ ... ⊗ Pn)j∈(1,...,n) are monotonically independent in the quantum
probability space (l2(V1× ...×Vn), δo1⊗ ...⊗δon). Let µj be the distribution of Aj within (l2(Vj), δoj ).
Then B has the distribution
µ1 B µ2 B ...B µn.
We now construct special graphs whose distributions will be related to the Loewner equation.
We denote by d(x, y) the length of the shortest walk within a graph connecting x and y. For
ε ∈ {−1, 0,+1}, we define for any x ∈ V ,
ωε(x) = |{y ∈ V | y ∼ x, d(o, y) = d(o, x) + ε}|.
Let a ∈ N, b ∈ N \ {1} and c ∈ N with c ≤ b − 1. A spidernet with data (a, b, c), see [HO07, Def.
4.25]), is a graph (V,A, o) with root o ∈ V such that
ω+1(o) = a, ω−1(o) = ω0(o) = 0, and ω+1(x) = c, ω−1(x) = 1, ω0(x) = b− 1− c
for all x ∈ V \ {o} (and Axy ∈ {0, 1} for all x, y ∈ V ).
Figure 3. Two spidernets with data (4, 4, 2).
Lemma 4.5 (See Thm. 4.29 in [HO07].). The spectrum of the adjacency matrix of a spidernet w.r.t.
the quantum probability space (l2(V ), δo) is the free Meixner law ma,c,b−1−c.
The free Meixner law is described in [HO07, Section 4.5]. We will only need the following property.
Lemma 4.6. Let n ∈ N, u ∈ N0. Then the distribution m2n,n,u has F -transform
√
(z − u)2 − 4n+u.
It has 0 mean and variance 2n.
Proof. This can be easily verified by using the explicit formula [IO06, Equation (B.1)]. 
We now combine the following two observations:
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(A) On the one hand, by Lemma 4.5, m2n,n,u is the distribution of a spidernet with data (2n, n+
1 + u, n); provided such a spidernet exists.
From looking at the 2n vertices with d(o, x) = 1, we get the necessary condition b − 1 − c =
u ≤ 2n− 1. Conversely, one can verify that for each n ∈ N and every u ∈ {0, ..., 2n− 1} there
exists a spidernet with data (2n, n+ 1 + u, n). We denote by Sn,u a fixed spidernet with such
data.
(B) On the other hand, we obtain Fm2n,n,u(z) =
√
(z − u)2 − 4n + u as the solution of the
Loewner equation with U(t) ≡ u at t = 2n, see Example 2.1. Obviously, we can also write
m2n,n,u = δ−u B µArc,2n B δu, see Example 3.6.
Hence, approximating a driving function by piecewise constant driving functions is related to ap-
proximating the corresponding measures by distributions of spidernets.
-4 -2 0 2 4
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
Figure 4. Left: The free Meixner law m4,2,0 is simply the arcsine distribution.
Right: The density of m4,2,1 in [1− 2
√
2, 1 + 2
√
2] and its atom at −2.
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5. Approximation via spidernets
5.1. Slit equation with continuous non-negative driving functions.
We now consider a driving function U : [0,∞)→ R which is continuous and non-negative.
Let (ft)t≥0 be the solution to (2.2) and denote by (µt)t≥0 the probability measures with Fµt = ft.
Furthermore, let (Xt)t≥0 be a corresponding SAMIP process given by Theorem 3.7.
Fix some T > 0. We would like to approximate (Xt)t∈[0,T ] by a discrete quantum process, where
each random variable is the adjacency matrix of a graph. By means of the lemmas above, we can
now proceed as follows.
Choose n0 ∈ N such that
(5.1) 0 ≤ U(t) ≤
√
T
2
(
2
√
n− 1√
n3
)
on [0, T ]
for all n ≥ n0.
Now assume that n ≥ n0. For k = 1, ..., n, we define
un,k = b
√
2T
√
n · U(k/n · T )
T
n
c ∈ {0, ..., 2n2 − 1}.
Here, bxc denotes the largest m ∈ N0 with m ≤ x. Note that (5.1) implies that the spidernet Sn2,un,k
exists for all k = 1, ..., n. We denote by Vn,k the vertex set and by on,k the root of Sn2,un,k .
Theorem 5.1. For k = 1, ..., n, let Cn,k be the graph
Cn,k := Sn2,un,1 B Sn2,un,2 B ...B Sn2,un,k .
Then (Cn,k)k=1,...,n is a an approximation of the quantum process (Xt)t∈[0,T ] in the following sense:
(a) Let An,k be the adjacency matrix of Cn,k. Denote by µn,k the distribution of An,k with respect
to the quantum probability space (l2(Vn,1 × ...× Vn,k), δon,1 ⊗ ...⊗ δon,k). Then
lim
n→∞µn,btn/T c(
√
2n3/T ·) = µt(·)
with respect to weak convergence for all t ∈ [0, T ]. The limit also holds true with respect to the
convergence of all moments.
(b) Consider the quantum probability space (l2(Vn,1× ...×Vn,n), δon,1 ⊗ ...⊗ δon,n). Extend An,k to
l2(Vn,1× ...× Vn,n) by An,k := An,k ⊗Pn,k+1⊗ ...⊗Pn,n, where Pn,j denotes the projection in
l2(Vn,j) onto δon,j . Then the increments (An,1,An,2−An,1, ...,An,n−An,n−1) are monotonically
independent.
Remark 5.2. Note that the graph that corresponds to An,k is simply an embedding of Cn,k within a
larger vertex set. F
Proof. Statement (b) follows directly from Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4.
Let Un : [0, 2n3]→ R be the function which is constant un,1 on [0, 2n2], constant un,2 on (2n2, 4n2],
etc.
Let fn,t be the solution to (2.2) with this driving function and define the measures αn,t by Fαn,t = fn,t.
By Example 2.1 and Lemma 4.6 we have
αn,2n2 = m2n2,n2,un,1 .
Starting the Loewner equation (2.2) for ht at t = 2n2 with initial value h2n2(z) = z and driving
function Un(t) yields the mappings (ht) that satisfy fn,t = fn,2n2 ◦ht. Obviously, h4n2 = Fm2n2,n2,un,2
and thus αn,4n2 = m2n2,n2,un,1 Bm2n2,n2,un,2 . By induction we obtain
αn,2kn2 = Bkj=1m2n2,n2,un,j .
On the other hand, Lemmas 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 imply
(5.2) µn,k = Bkj=1m2n2,n2,un,j
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for all k = 1, ..., n.
The function Vn : [0, T ]→ R, Vn(t) :=
√
T
2n3
·Un(t/T · 2n3) is constant on the intervals ( (k−1)Tn , kTn ],
k = 1, ..., n. We have
U(k/n · T )− Vn(k/n · T ) = U(k/n · T )−
√
T
2n3
· Un(k · 2n2) =
U(k/n · T )−
√
T
2n3
· b
√
2T
√
n · U(k/n · T )
T
n
c ≤
√
T
2n3
.
Now let t ∈ ( (k−1)Tn , kTn ) and denote by ω : [0, T ]→ [0,∞) a modulus of continuity of U for [0, T ], i.e.|U(x)− U(y)| ≤ ω(|x− y|) for all x, y ∈ [0, T ], and ω is increasing, vanishes at 0, and is continuous
at 0. We have
|U(t)− Vn(t)| = |U(t)− Vn(kT/n)| ≤
|U(t)− U(kT/n)|+ |U(kT/n)− Vn(kT/n)| ≤ ω
(
T
n
)
+
√
T
2n3
.
Finally, for t = 0 we have Vn(0) = Vn(T/n) and thus
|U(0)− Vn(0)| = |U(0)− U(T/n)|+ |U(T/n)− Vn(T/n)| ≤ ω
(
T
n
)
+
√
T
2n3
.
Hence, we obtain
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|U(t)− Vn(t)| → 0 as n→∞.(5.3)
Let (hn,t)t∈[0,T ] be the Loewner chain that corresponds to Vn. Define the measures νn,t by hn,t =
Fνn,t . Note that Vn has the form Vn = Un(d · t)/c with d = c2. Hence, by Lemma 2.12 we have
νn,t(M) = αn,t/T ·2n3(
√
2n3/T ·M)
for all t ≥ 0 and all Borel subsets M ⊂ R. If t has the form t = kT/n, k = 1, ..., n, then (5.2) gives
νn,t(M) = µn,k(
√
2n3/T ·M) = (Bkj=1m2n2,n2,un,j )(
√
2n3/T ·M)
= (Btn/Tj=1 m2n2,n2,un,j )(
√
2n3/T ·M).
For every t ∈ [0, T ] we have hn,t → ft locally uniformly because of (5.3) and Lemma 2.6. By Lemma
2.8 (b) we have νn,t → µt with respect to weak convergence, or
µn,btn/T c(
√
2n3/T ·) = (Bbtn/T cj=1 m2n2,n2,un,j )(
√
2n3/T ·)→ µt(·).
It remains to show that this limit also holds with respect to convergence of all moments.
As there is a uniform bound for the family (Vn)n on [0, T ], Theorem 2.9 implies that there exists
C(t) > 0 such that supp νn,t ⊂ [−C(t), C(t)] for all n and all t ∈ [0, T ]. Thus, weak convergence of
νn,t is equivalent to convergence of all its moments. 
5.2. General Loewner equation.
Consider equation (2.4) with the additional condition that supp νt ⊂ [0,M ] for all t ≥ 0. Let
(ft)t≥0 be the solution to the corresponding Loewner equation and denote by (µt)t≥0 the probability
measures with Fµt = ft. Furthermore, let (Xt)t≥0 be a corresponding SAMIP process given by
Theorem 3.7. The process (Xt)t∈[0,T ] can be approximated by graphs in the following way.
Theorem 5.3. Choose n0 ∈ N such that M ≤
√
T
2
(
2
√
n− 1√
n3
)
for all n ≥ n0. There exists a
family (Cn,k)n≥n0,k=1,...,n of rooted graphs such that:
(a) For each n ≥ n0, (Cn,k)k=1,...,n can be considered as graphs with common vertex set Vn and
common root on. Let An,k be the adjacency matrix of Cn,k. Then the increments (An,1, An,2 −
An,1, ..., An,n −An,n−1) are monotonically independent with respect to the quantum probability
space (l2(Vn), δon).
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(b) Denote by µn,k the distribution of An,k. Then
lim
n→∞µn,btn/T c(
√
2n3/T ·) = µt(·)
with respect to weak convergence for all t ∈ [0, T ]. The limit also holds true with respect to the
convergence of all moments.
Remark 5.4. By Theorem 2.9 we know that
∫
R xµt(dx) = 0 and
∫
R x
2µt(dx) = t for all t ≥ 0.
Theorem 5.3 implies that
∫
R x
kµt(dx) ≥ 0 for all k ≥ 3, as the distributions µn,k of the adjacency
matrices (whose entries are either 0 or 1) obviously have non-negative moments. F
Proof. Due to Lemma 2.7 there exists a sequence of continuous non-negative driving functions
Um : [0, T ]→ [0,M ] such that the corresponding solution fm,t to (2.2) converges locally uniformly to
ft for all t ≥ 0 as m→∞. Write fm,t = Fµm,t . Then Lemma 2.8 (b) implies that limm→∞ µm,t = µt.
Let Cn,k;m be the graphs from Theorem 5.1 for the driving function Um with distributions µn,k;m.
Note that n ≥ n0 and (5.1) together with the bound Um(t) ≤ M imply that n is large enough to
construct these graphs. Then
lim
n→∞µn,btn/T c;m(
√
2n3/T ·) = µm,t(·).
A diagonalization argument (note that there is a metric for probability measures on R which is
compatible with weak convergence, e.g. the Lévy-Prokhorov distance) gives us a sequence m(n)
converging to ∞ such that
lim
n→∞µn,btn/T c;m(n)(
√
2n3/T ·) = µt(·).
Hence, the graphs Cn,k := Cn,k;m(n) (where Cn,k is regarded as a subgraph of Cn,n) satisfy all required
conditions.

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